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NOTES.
where s = ^(l + m + n). In order that this integral may not be zero, no one of the quantities I, m, n must be greater than the sum of the other two, and l + m + nmust be an even integer.
The reader may consult a paper by the late Prof. J. C. Adams in the Proceedings of the Royal Society 1878, No. 185. The value of the integral is also given by Ferrers as an example on page 156 of his Treatise on Spherical Harmonics, 1877.
By using the results referred to in Art. 292 we also find
dpm    dp =           1.2...5           '     1.3.5...(2n-2s+T)     »
when l=n-2s.   When n-1 is odd or l>ny the integral is zero. Krt   ,                         1.2.3.../c
0KPmdp =   —|-----.                      ------.-------------r ,
when JOTO. The integral is zero if AC - m is odd, or if /c<m. In both integrals the limits are -1 to -hi.
When the law of force is the inverse /cth power of the distance, the equation of differences takes the form
as explained in Art. 282, Ex. 3.    We may use this equation iu a similar manner to find J> (p) Qn*dp and $ <t> (p)p*Qn*dp where
NOTE H, Art. 288. Laplace's theorem. Laplace deduces the equation Jrmruddo = 0 from the equation (7) of Art. 284. What follows is an extension of his method, Mecamque Celeste, livre troisierne 12. Let us write (7) in the form
where             & = l-ju2,   c = l/(l-//2),   p = m(m+l),   p'~n(n + l).
Multiplying these equations by Yu , Ym respectively and subtracting, we find
Integrating by parts, we find that the unintegrated parts cancel, we therefore have
where the quantities in square brackets are to be taken between limits, the first between /n==fcl, the second from <£ = 0 to 27r.
Now & = l-/x2, if therefore YOT, FM and their differential coefficients with regard to /u are finite all over the sphere, the first integral is zero.
The range of <p from 0 to 27r, carries a point P round the sphere on a small circle to the point from which P started. If then the quantities c, Ymt Fn, and their differential coefficients with regard to 0 are "one valued" on the sphere, the second quantity in square brackets is the same at both limits, and the second integral is zero.
It follows that if p andj/ are unequal (that is, if neither the integral |Fmyndw = 0.
If we generalise (7) and write it in the form
= u nor m + n= -1)
*I»\ - * (e*Is\ _ d (e*I«\      d
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